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37 v Here Ahriman stands in opposition to Hormazd. Those who are performing good deeds for pleasing Hormazd attain Heaven after death. The text is divided into a number of convenient paragraphs, and each paragraph has subjoined to it, its translation; and to prevent confusion types in black pica have been throughout employed for the text and
ordinary pica for the translation. Even though there is much demand for work of this kind and utility, readership in the Gujarati language is gradually diminishing in the Parsi community, particularly among the younger generation, as well as among a very large number of those who have migrated to Western Countries in recent years. Bombay, 1 st
January, PREFACE TO THE ELEVENTH EDITION. BOMBAY, August PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION. In many cases the substance of one or more paragraphs is summarized by way of explanation and placed below the literal translation. y The original meaning of ashem is equivalent to Persian ārd i.e. flour, powder. For whatever wicked thoughts I
have harboured for whatever wicked word I have spoken and for whatever wicked actions I have done or have been executed by me unknowingly - for all these types of sins I sincerely repent and atone for. The Trustees of the Parsi Punchayat of Bombay deserve to be complimented for the publication of this work, and it is earnestly hoped that they
will also authorise the publication as early as possible, of the two other works, namely, Gātha-Bā-Māyeni and Yasht-Bā-Māyeni, completed by the late Prof. The original meaning of mānthra (Sanskrit mantra) is secret mysteries of the Zoroastrian Religion, mysterious excellences of the Zoroastrian Religion. M. As many as thirteen editions of this
translation-work have been brought out successively, the last one being in The original translation of the Khordeh Avesta by Ervad Kavasji Kanga was in the Gujarati language. These translations did not materially differ from each other; but for all practical purposes, the latter, up till now, has been most in use it having passed in the meantime through
several editions with but few important alterations. (2) The second part commencing from Kē verethrem-jā to the words vashi kahmāi-chit is borrowed from Yasna Hā 44, Known as Tat-thwā-peresā stanza 16, (3) The third part beginning from pāta-nō tbishyantat up to the words Astvaitish ashahe is taken from Vendidad fargard VIII para 21. Those
Zoroastrians who do not know any other prayer are enjoined to recite Yathā and Ashem with a view to gaining a share of meritorious deeds. Though some English translations of the Khordeh Avesta have been attempted, and are available, a great need has been felt for an English version of Kangaji s classic Gujarati translation of the Khordeh Avesta.7
PREFACE The Trustees of the Parsi Punchayat of Bombay therefore took upon themselves to carry out this fundamental duty, and decided to get the Gujarati translation of Khordeh Avesta-Bā-Māyeni of Ervad K. Not only did he bring out this translation of the Khordeh Avesta, but he went on to accomplish the monumental task of translating the entire
Avesta scriptures available to us at present, besides bringing out an Avesta-English-Gujarati dictionary, and also a treatise on Avesta grammar. Given the technical difficulties, it has taken nearly two years to complete the task. This work is known as Khordeh Avesta Bā- Māyeni. It is stated in the Fravardin Yasht (paragraph 81) that Mānthra Spenta is
the soul of Ahura Mazda. Kanga not only carried out this work, but also transliterated and translated into English Kavasji Kanga s two other works, namely, Gātha-Bā-Māyeni and Yasht-Bā-Māyeni before his sad demise in October 1988 at the age of 80 years. In conclusion, I offer my deep and most grateful thanks to Mr. Khurshedjee Rustomjee Cama,
our respected citizen and well-known oriental scholar, and my own learned preceptor. falān: Indicates a place-holder in the text where the appropriate name should be inserted. who has always obliged me by his help. This mantra consists of three lines in poetic form. O Hormazd 5 and Spenta Ārmaiti 6-7! protect 1 us 2 from 4 the envious ones. It is
clearly stated in the Pahlavi Nām Setāyeshne incorporated in the Denkart that the Creator Hormazd created six Ameshāspands. F. This idea should be understood of later period of Avesta. (6) Technical terms of Zoroastrian ceremonials and ethics, such as hom, jeevām, barsam, zor, chinvat bridge, &c, are fully explained. BOMBAY, July, The first
edition of this Khordeh Avesta was issued in To judge from the favourable reception accorded to it, (a thousand copies having been sold off and a new issue called for ), the work may be assumed to have supplied a want and to be well adapted to the needs of the community for which it was intended. Pāta 1 -nō 2 tbishyantat 3 pairi 4 Mazdāoscha 5
Ārmatishcha 6 spentascha, 7 nase 8 daēvī drukhsh, 9 nase 10 daēvō-chithre, 11 nase 12 daēvō-frakarshte, 13 nase 14 daēvō-fradāite, 15 apa 16 drukhsh 17 nase, 18 apa 19 drukhsh 20 dvāra, 21 apa 22 drukhsh 23 vīnase, 24 apākhedhre 25 apa-nasyehe, 26 mā 27 merenchainīsh 28 gaēthāo 29 astvaitīsh 30 ashahe. A list of the several oriental works
which proved useful to me during the progress of the Work is given elsewhere. These three well-known prayers are adored with their specific names. The detailed account of these is given in Pahlavi Denkart Book VIII and IX. Translation: (May) the Satan 3 (be) defeated 1 and destroyed 2! (may) the works and workers 6 of Ahriman 4 the accursed (be)
destroyed 5! may not 7 works and workers 9 of (that) accursed (Ahriman) 8 reach 7 (me)! Thirty-three 10 Holy Immortals (Ameshaspands) 11 and the Creator Hormazd 12 are victorious 18 and holy. Do Thou declare 25 that 21 knowledge m23 of the religion 24 to me 22 (O Hormazd!). Jasa me avanghe Mazda w Jasa 1 me 2 avanghe 3 Mazda 4
Mazdayasnō 5 ahmi 6 mazdayasnō 7 Zarathushtrish 8 fravarāne 9 astūtaschā 10 fravaretaschā. PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION. The translation has also, in some places, undergone revisions and improvements, suggested by further study and consideration of the Avesta literature. One should perform then Pādyāb-Kusti after completing the
Srosh Bāz. Moreover in the very same Nask another fact is mentioned that one recital of Ashem Vohū is worth the entire region Khvaniratha, which is the greatest and most excellent amongst the Seven Regions of the Earth. 14 Explanation: This Nirang seems to have been composed at a later period, as its language is Persian. (10) Certain
ceremonials, required to be observed in several places during prayers, are explained. by the celebrated Avesta Scholar, the Late Ervad Kavasji Edulji Kanga. For this, there are several translations available in different languages though very often, such translations do not bring out the spirit of the original. Kanga, for the benefit of the Parsi
Community. It is kept, as much as practicable, close to the text, each word of which is distinguished by a number, corresponding with that placed over its translation immediately below. We acknowledge 7 (Him) (and) regard (Him) as our own. Moreover this Ahunavar consists of 21 words corresponding to the 21 Nasks of the original Avesta texts,
most of which has been destroyed. However, different editions contain a varying number of Yashts. Besides, many other matters which can suitably find a place in a work of this kind have been added. (3) Special care is taken to point out the passages taken from the Yasna, Vispered and Vendidad. Moreover, the younger generation in India are also
nowadays not familiar with the Gujarati language. With that kindness and good nature which are so characteristic of him, and which have invariably won him the esteem and affection of his private pupils, he has most cordially rendered me, in the preparation of this Work, as in that of my previous ones, very valuable assistance. (3) Aban Yasht,
translated by Ervad Tehmulji Dinshaw Ankleshvaria.11 PREFACE Pazend text, and the text composed at a later period. In the year 1880 A.C. then, a pioneering work in this field was carried out by the celebrated Avesta scholar, the late Ervad Kavasji Edulji Kanga, of revered memory. In so doing, I have had to undergo the trouble and expense of
getting cast some letters, the corresponding ones for which were not to be found in the Gujarati alphabet. Besides the correct text and its translation referred to above, the following important points are attended to:- (1) Careful attention is paid to punctuation, for want of which gross mistakes often arise. ac Praiseworthy names of the Creator
Hormazd are numerous, of which one name is Righteousness. R. In Siruze Yasht, in the Khshnuman (propitiatory formula) of the Mānthra Spenta (Mārespand), it is stated: We revere the much glorious Mānthra Spenta, we revere the law against the demons, we revere the creed of Zarathushtra, we revere the long-standing traditions, we revere the
good Māzdayasni Religion. Geldner, I have altered, in many places, certain Avestaic words, which appeared to me in the course of my study of that book to admit of corrections; and with the view of affording facility of reference to Avesta students, I have numdered the paragraphs in my text and translation as Dr. Geldner s text. We praise 2 Ahunavar,
1 We praise Ardibehesht 3 (who is) the most surpassing Ameshaspand, 5 among living beings 8 who 7 (is) better 12 in acts of worship, 10 of such Ahura Mazda 13 (Himself) is aware 14 on account of 16 their holiness 15 - all such, 17 both men 18 and women, 19 do we revere. 45 Explanation: Some essential features of the Mazda-worshipping Religion
are noticed from the above passage. Khordeh Avesta The final proofs of the last edition of this book as well as of recent editions of Yasht Ba Maeni and Gatha Ba Maeni of my late revered grandfather were gone through by our well-known Avesta Pahlavi scholar Ervad Bomani Naserwanji Dhabhar, M. o i.e. in order to get reward in this life and in the
next. In addition to all the matters pertaining to Religion these Nasks contain subject-matters relating to Philosophy, Medicine, Ethics, Astronomy and Astrology and all other sciences. D. In the translation the two-fold end is observed of making it useful both to Zend students and to general readers. They are as under:- (1) The first portion consisting of
lines 1-5 from the beginning to the word frāvaochā is taken from Gatha Ushtvaiti-Yasna Hā 46.7 known as Kām Nemōi Zām. para 1. Fellow of the University of Bombay, Head Master, Mulla Feroze Madressa.16 A note on the Reading and the Pronunciation of the Avesta A as in English but Ā father a but ā father e mate ē mate but somewhat prolonged i
pin ī machine but somewhat prolonged GLOSSARY Bāz (baj): Indicates passages which are recited in a low tone or murmur. The late Ervad Kavasji Kanga was an inspired soul. In short, an earnest endeavour has been made to improve and enlarge the work and bring it up to date. 33 Hormazd Khodāy 34 az hamā gunāh 35 patet pashemānum, 36 az 37
harvastīn 38 dushmata 39 duzukhta 40 duzvarshta, 41 mem 42 pa getī 43 manid, 44 oim goft 45 oim kard, 46 oim jast, 47 oim būn būd ested, 48 az ān gunāh 49 manashnī 50 gavashnī 51 kunashnī, 52 tanī 53 ravānī, 54 geti 55 mīnoānī, 56 okhe 57 r awākhsh pashemān 58, pa sē gavashnī 59 pa patet hom. A section of this Avesta is known as the
Khordeh- Avesta which means the Smaller (i.e. Selected) Avesta. a These made the want of a translation of the Khordeh Avesta, according to the most correct rules of grammar and philology, keenly felt; and I therefore undertook to supply it, at the suggestion of many educated and intelligent Zoroastrians. The value and the utility of this book could
be perceived from the fact that even after more than a century, It has remained a standard work in the Parsi Community for the purpose of prayers, and as well among the scholars as an indispensable reference book. The demand has been such that it has subsequently been, published into thirteen editions. Tel Revised 2013 to correct printer s errors,
avesta.org, Kasson MN USA.3 FOREWORD The Khordeh-Avesta, with text and translation in Gujarati, had been prepared in the year 1880 A. (2) Zend text is, in order to avoid confusion, separated and pointed out distinctly from the a (1) Vendidad translated into Gujarati with explanatory notes, and a complete philological and grammatical glossary of
all the words contained in the texts by Kavasji Edalji Kanga (K. (To be recited thrice). Vanant: Vanant is, the central star in the West and the most brilliant. b These two prayers Ashem Vohu and Yathā Ahū Vairyō are pre-zarathushtra in age and are the sacred Verses of the Creator Hormazd Himself. The Trustees of the Bombay Parsi Punchayet have
great pleasure in publishing this invaluable book and presenting the same in the service of the Parsi Community. mānthra: Mānthra Spenta, i.e. beneficent or holy spell. There is none other than Thee, who will grant family happiness and peace of mind. Ervad Dr. Rooyintan Peshotan Peer Jt. Principal, M. The passages of the Gathas, occurring in the
Khordeh Avesta, have been reproduced in the form of verse. PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION. This Yasna Hā XII is the Zoroastrian Creed. The present revised edition has been enlarged by the addition of the Sirozāh Yasht, the Afringāns and the Pazend Nirang recited at times after the prayers, and a Monājāt by the late Moolla Feeroz with their
translations. In our Holy Avesta Righteousness is highly praised. mean righteousness and other virtues associated with it. A serious need was felt, therefore, to have a Khordeh-Avesta in English on the lines of the Khordeh-Avesta Bā-Māyeni in Gujarati by the late Ervad K. He has no rival, but under His sovereignty Spenā mino and Angra mino carry
out some work pertaining to this world. I am sure the scanning process has introduced new defects, and I welcome all feedback so I can make further corrections. Ervad MANECK FURDOONJI KANGA M.A. from the Gujarati original Khordeh-Avestā-Bā-Māyeni of Ervad KAVASJI EDULJI KANGA. Thus, all the Yashts are also included in the Tamām
Khordeh Avesta; but because of the convenience of printing facilities, only a few Yashts, known as the shorter Yashts, and also those which the publisher considers as being necessary or popular, are generally included in the Khordeh Avesta. It is futile to recite Ashem Vohu on one hand and to utter falsehood and deceive on the other hand. 12
Translation: Righteousness 1 is 4 the best 3 good 2 (and it) is 6 happiness. Who 26 (shall be) the smiter 28 of the foe 27 by the help of Thy (Avestan) words 31 which 32 (by reciting at the time of calamity) are 33 protecting? It is a cherished possession of every devoted Zoroastrian household. First line ends at hachā, the second at Mazdā and the third
line ends at Vāstārem. The Trustees of the Bombay Parsi Punchayet entrusted the work of rendering the said Gujarati Khordeh-Avesta Bā-Māyeni into an English version (Text in Roman Script with English Translation) to the well-known Scholar of Iranology, Prof. Cama Athornan Institute, Andheri, and an erudite scholar of Avesta Pahlavi. 35 Ashem
Vohū 1. (4) The fourth part viz. The Hormazd Yasht, the Ardibehesht Yasht, the Srosh Yasht Hādokht, the Srosh Yasht Vadi, the smaller Hom and Vanant Yashts, Haftan Yasht, and the Bahram Yasht are generally included. I praise 69 righteousness. This star Fomalhaut are generally regarded as the same. This time he was not able to help me owing to
cataracts in his eyes. My obligations are due to him also for his many sensible and practical suggestions for the improvement of this Work. For this the words Staomi ashem : (i.e., I praise Righteousness) are introduced. Through the action l17 of which two 16, O 9 Hormazd 20! righteousness 18 increases 19. Yenghe Hātām is the sacred Verse of the
Prophet Zarathushtra (See Yasna Hā XXI, para 1). For the beauty and excellence of this poetical prayer Ahunavar, see the translation of Srosh Yasht Hādhokht Kardāh I in this book; for further information see the explanation given under the translation of Ahunem Vairim tanum pāiti in Srosh Bāz Prayer. In this Yasht the Creator Hormazd is
recognised by us by various names, which are approximately seventy. 28 (so that) corporeal 30 settlements 29 of righteousness 31 (may) not 27 (be) fit to be destroyed. 38 Such 42 is 43 the praise 46 of the religion 44 of Mazda-worship. Bāz to be recited before passing urine and answering the call of nature (The person standing three paces from the
place of the toilet recites the sentence as below:) z Guneh 1 Shekasteh 2 Sad hazār-bār. (See Yasna Hā XIX, paras 1-4 and 14; Yasna Hā XX.3). 24 Dushpādashāhān 25 awādashān 26 bād; 27 dushmanān 28 satoh 29 bād; 30 dushmanān 31 awadashan 32 bād. For them words employed in Avesta are Kaoyām and Karafnāmcha; see Hormazd Yasht, para
10. In the Vendidad fargard V paras it is stated that just as the sea Vouru-Kasha is greatest of all other seas and just as the great tree overshadows other small plants and just as the sky encompasses the entire earth around, in the same way Zoroastrian Religion in its greatness, goodness and excellence, covers all other religions. Translation: O
Creator Hormazd! 4 do Thou come 1 to my 2 help. Kanga rendered into English. (12) The Pazend Confession of Faith, which is generally recited at the end of the prayers, is substituted by a far better one, and that too found in Zend, which, I trust, will be appreciated by my co-religionists. ad This entire para occurs at the end of Yasna Hā 18 and Yasna
Hā 27. Kē 26 verethrem 27 -Jā 28 thwā 29 pōi 30 senghā 31 yōi 32 henti 33 chithrā 34 mōi 35 dām 36 ahumbish 37 ratūm 38 chizhdi, 39 at 40 hōi 41 vohu 42 seraoshō 43 jantu 44 mananghā, 45 Mazdā 46 ahmāi 47 yahmāi 48 vashi 49 kahmāi-chit. We have no certain evidence at present as to how many these mānthras were originally given by him.
These three prayers, specially Yathā and Ashem are frequently recited in our holy Avestan Scriptures. 3 I am 6 a Mazdā-worshipper; 5 I profess myself 9 (to be) a Mazdā-worshipping 7 follower of Zarathushtra, 8 a devotee 10 and an ardent-believer 11 (in this Mazdāworshipping Faith). Purity of the mind and the body is the most excellent wealth and
happiness of this world. Ervad Maneck Furdoonji Kanga who had completed this work diligently, but did not live for his work to see the light of day, as he passed way in October, For the proof-reading and correction of this publication, thanks are due to Ervad Ratanshah Rustomji Motafram who is the Head-Master of the M. 46 Ashem Vohū 1. Kanga
has written innumerable articles on Iranian subjects for various journals, books, memorial and commemorative volumes throughout the scholarly world. Yathā Ahū Vairyō 4. We get the contents of each of these twenty-one Nasks from Pahlavi and Persian books. Translation: Dādār Hormazd 1 (is) the Lord 2 (of the entire Universe) (and) keeps the s
withholder and keeper at a distance 5 of the wicked and powerless 4 Ahriman, 3 May (that Ahriman) be smitten 6 and defeated 7! May 24 (all these) Ahriman, 9 daevas, 10 drujas, 22 sorcerers, 12 wicked ones, 13 t Kiks, 14 Karaps, 15 tyrants, 16 sinners, 17 u āshmoghs, 18 impious ones, 19 enemies, 20 witches 21 be smitten 22 and defeated 23! May
33 the wicked rulers 25 cease to exist! May the enemies 28 be confounded! May the enemies be non-existent and perish. there is no other protector except Thee. It is enjoined to chant this most ancient and excellent prayer of the Avesta in the proper metre with proper intonation and for this verb employed is Srāvaya (Skt. c It is mentioned in it that
one recital of Ashem Vohu recited with proper comprehension should be truly regarded as worth ten thousand recitals on other occasions, when a person waking up and rising up from sleep recites Ashem Vohu by relinquishing all wicked thoughts from the mind. Among several words for prayers in Avesta, one is called mānthra, which means thought
(force), word, holy word. Prof. It quickly became one of the most viewed and downloaded documents on the website currently over 170,000 times a staggering amount in view of the small number of practising Zoroastrians. Bombay, December, More than 60 years ago a translation of the Khordeh Avesta was for the first time published by the late
Dustoor Framji Sorabji Meherji Rana. For the convenience of the devotees, even the Five Gathas of the Holy Prophet Zarathushtra, which form a part of the Yasna section, are included in some of the editions of the Khordeh Avesta. In the ancient period of the Avesta, i.e. during the period when the Gathas were composed, Hormazd has been regarded
as the Creator of the entire world and its destroyer. I may add that, following the new edition of the Avesta Texts published by Dr. Karl F. At the same time I took the opportunity to correct the frequent printer s errors which that edition suffered from. x The portion of this Bāz for saying Grace from the beginning up to Ahura Mazda Khodāe is in
Pazend language and the portion from ithā āt yazamaide up to Vīspāchā vohu is taken from yasna Hā 37. 13 (to be recited twice) Just as 11 we are 13 (the praisers and meditators) of good men, 12 (in the same way) we are 8 the praisers 9 and meditators 10 of the doers 6 of good thoughts, 1 good words 2 and good deeds 3 for this world 4 and for the
world beyond 5, and of those who have performed (good deeds) in the past. Avesta being a sacred language, it is incumbent upon every Zoroastrian to recite his/her prayers in Avesta. 60 Khshnaothra 61 ahurahe mazdāo; 62 tarōidīte 63 anghrahe mainyēush. This it was at first intended to publish in Zend characters, but being aware of the inability of
a great portion of my coreligionists to peruse it in Zend, I deemed it expedient to abandon the original intention, and make the Work more convenient and accessible by transliterating the original text into correct Gujarati. (May there) verily 2 (be) sovereignty 3 for the best ruler 1 (Hormazd)! We devote our mind to 6 (or engage ourselves in the
service of) 6 Hormazd who 9 (Himself) is the Best 13 ac Righteousness 12. According to the ancient books of our religion Ameshāspands are six in number and Ahura Mazda is counted as the seventh. The Khordeh Avesta, intended for the use of the devotees, is a collection of the forms of prayers most required by them at various seasons and in the
various circumstances of their lives. (5) Subjects cursorily treated in the Khordeh Avesta, but discussed at great length elsewhere, are here amplified with fuller information from other sources. See the Zoroastrian creed (in Avesta) in this book. There may be numerous editions of prayer-books with incorrect pronunciations prevalent among the
Parsees, yet the demand for Ervad Kavasji Kanga s publications with correct pronunciation has remained constant, inasmuch as the Parsees look upon Ervad Kanga s editions as the v8 vi Standard prayer-books in point of pronunciation. Saoka: The original meaning of the word Saoka is sharpness, activity of the mind, brightness of intellect, splendour
- brilliance of wisdom (root such = Sanskrit shuch = to shine): profit, prosperity, happiness (root su = Persian sud = to profit). One must act according to it after reciting it. Nirang-i-Gomez mālidan Shekasteh 1 Shekasteh 2 Sheytān, 3 Ahriman 4 gajasteh 5 kār o kerdār, 6 na rasad 7 gajasteh 8 kār o kerdār 9 ; Si-o-sē 10 Ameshāspand 11 dādār d As
regards Ahunavar it is stated in Yasna Hā XIX that the Creator Hormazd had created the hymn Ahuna Vairya prior to the creation of the sky and the world. Though a century has now elapsed, this translation of Khordeh Avesta has stood the test of time, and has remained a standard and authentic piece of literary work, both for the scholars and for the
laity. 10 Explanation:- The significance of the term Righteousness is to be understood as truth, holiness and pristine purity. When a person at the end of life recites one Ashem Vohu prayer sincerely, he forsakes all wicked thoughts from his mind. The book Khordeh Avesta, therefore, contains daily prayers including the Kusti prayers, Hoshbam, Five
Gāhs, Five Nyāyeshes (praise, litany), the Āfringān (benedictions, blessings) containing invocatory prayers and blessings dedicated to Ardāfravash, Dahmān, Srosh, Gahambar, Gatha, Rapithwin, etc., besides some prayers in Pazend. KAVASJI EDALJI KANGA. I have carefully perused the latest edition of Professor Darmesteter s French version of the
Avesta, and gleaned from it useful matters and inserted it in this work in the shape of footnotes. Words not occurring in the original, but necessary to complete the sense of the translation, are placed in parentheses. Similar writing is noticed in Hormazd Yasht. p Explanation: O Hormazd! When wicked persons torment me and my followers, who is our
protector from such a torment? (11) Requisite information is given about the Gahambars and their proper seasons, on the authority of the Avesta. In the introductory portions of the Hormazd Yasht and Ardibehesht Yasht the Creator Hormazd Himself referring to Ameshāspands says thus: We Ameshāspands. NAVROJI PESHTONJI KAVASJI KANGA.
Ahmāi Raēshcha, Hazangrem, Jasa me Avanghe Mazda, Kerfeh mozd. The foremost thing which mankind ought to acquire after having born in this world is Truth, (see Yazishn Hā 48, stanza 5). (7) Passages treating of the excellence and efficacy of the prayers Yathā and Ashem are culled and fully explained. Yasna Hā XIX is an Avestan Commentary
on the Yathā Ahu Vairyō; Yasna Hā XX gives the Commentary on Ashem Vohu and Yasna Hā XXI gives the Commentary of the Yenghe Hātām. Bāz (Prayer) for Saying Grace x Ba nāme yazade, 1 bakhshāyandeh 2 bakhshāyeshgare 3 meherbān 4 Hormazd 5 Khodāy 6 ithā 7 āt 8 Yazamaide 9 Ahurem 10 Mazdām 10, ye 11 gāmchā 12 ashemchā 13 dāt 14
apaschā 15 dāt 16 urvarāoschā 17 vanguhīsh, 18 raochāoschā 19 dāt 20 būmīmchā, 21 vīspāchā 22 vohū 23 Ashem Vohū 3. u Āshmog, i.e. distorters of truth and expounders of falsehood. vii KAVASJI EDALJI KANGA. The last line of Ahunavar resembles to some extent to the last line of Yasna Hā 53, Stanza 9. 11 Āstuye 12 humatem 13 manō, 14 āstuye
15 hūkhtem 16 vachō, 17 astuye 18 hvarshtem 19 shyaothnem. Translation: In the Name of God 1 and with His help (I begin to recite this prayer) (who is) the Lord 6 Hormazd 5 the bestower of all good things, 2 the forgiver of sins 3 and loving. Ashem Vohū 1. (8) Pahlavi translation is sometimes indented upon, as in the case of Atash Nyāyesh. E. Ten
years later, it was digitised and put on the avesta.org web site through the tireless efforts of Ervad Soli Dastur. There is no protector other than Thee, O Hormazd! do Thou evoke, give rise to such a thought in my mind so that I may get courage and strength in executing any work. nemaschā yā Armaitish izhāchā is taken from the Gātha Spentā Mainyu
Hā21 4 KHORDEH AVESTA Translation: When 7 any wicked man 9 glares 10 at me 8 for taking revenge 11 (or for injuring me 11 ), what 1 man 2, O Mazdā, k3 shall grant 6 protection 5 unto me and unto my followers 4? Metaphorically it should be understood as the yazata presiding over these virtues. c See my Yasht Bā Maeni. z In the Persian
Rivayets of Darab Hormazdyār these Persian words gunesh shekasteh sad25 8 KHORDEH AVESTA Translation: May sins 1 be smitten 2 a hundred thousand times 3! (After having passed urine or answered the call of nature, holding the strings or tape of pyjamas, he purifies himself with dry earth, retraces three steps, and recites the following bāz.)
Ashem Vohū 3, aa Humatanām 1 hūkhtanām 2 hvarshtanām, 3 yadachā 4 anyadachā 5 verezymnanāmchā 6 vāverezanaāamcha, 7 mahī 8 aibījaretāro 9 naēnaēstārō, 10 yathanā, 11 vohunām 12 mahī. These three Hās- Chapters are known as Baghān Yasht. PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. For it there is an Avesta word Ashemaogha; see
Ardibehesht Yasht para 7.23 6 KHORDEH AVESTA soul, 54 pertaining to this world, 55 pertaining to the world beyond 56 from all these sins, 35 O Hormazd! 57 I am in renunciation and keep myself away, 58 (and) with the three words 59 (Manashni, Gavashni, Kunashni) I repent. h Original meaning appoints himself settles himself. Moreover, many
famous Persian writers call him, Paegambare Ramz-gu (i.e. Prophet who reveals the secrets). The possession of body and mind in healthy condition increases righteousness. l i.e. by the acts which lead to family happiness and to peace of mind. As such, it is not a book of uniform content and fixed arrangement. This and the addition of three Yashts has
somewhat increased the bulk of the volume; yet the price has been greatly reduced, in order to place it within the reach of all sections of the community. Zoroastrians recite their prayers in Avesta which is a sacred language. Lastly, I trust to the indulgence of the reader to overlook any inaccuracies or defects which may have crept in the translation,
notwithstanding all the care and attention conscientiously bestowed on it. 4 Thus here 8 we revere 9 Ahura Mazda 10 who 11 created the animals 12 and y grain, 13 who created 16 water 15 and good 18 vegetation 17 who created 20 lights 19 (of the sky) and the earth 21 and all (other) good things (over and above these). Explanation:- Both, the
Sovereign King ruling over the countries and the Pontiff of the Religion are of the same Status and worthy of respect. Another Avesta Pahlavi scholar was approached by me who willingly complying with my request at the sacrifice of his time went through all the final proofs of this edition, for which act of his courtesy and kindness my thanks are due
to him. By Divine Grace, Prof. This Confession of Faith constitutes the twelfth Hā of Yasna. In the portion of Nipāyōish Mashim occurring in Hormazd Yasht the Creator Hormazd speaks to the prophet Zarathushtra thus: I created six Ameshāspands from Bahman to Amurdād. Srāvaya), i.e. to chant. See Yasna Hā 44, stanza 10. It is called the opponent
of the planet Jupiter.17 18 Ashem Vohū b Ashem 1 Vohū 2 Vahishtem 3 astī 4 Ushtā 5 astī, 6 Ushtā 7 ahmāi, 8 Hyat 9 ashāi 10 Vahishtāi 11 ashem. Let Sraosha 43 (Yazata) approach 44 with Good 42 Mind 45 (or through Vohu Manah) to any one 47 whom 48 Thou doest love 49. g Righteousness etc. Kanga completed the work with meticulous care and
brought to bearing on it his vast knowledge and experience. 7 (acts according to his own will). The first edition of my Khordeh Avesta was issued in 1880 and the last in The rapid sale commanded by those editions is an unmistakable proof of the general desire on the part of my co-religionists to recite their prayers according to the correct and
authenticated texts and to know their meaning. iii6 iv Khordeh Avesta According to Hormazd Yasht, the Holy Names of Ahura Mazda mentioned therein, form a section of the Mānthra Spenta. In placing this fifth edition before the public, I have thoroughly examined the texts and interpretations given in my former editions, and made alterations and
modifications, where necessary, in the light of my continued studies. In several later books it is stated that some writings of the Prophet Zarathushtra were so mysterious that even the great sages could not comprehend their meaning. That happiness which is highest in the matter of truth is attained to that person. (first Edition published in 1880 and
Thirteenth edition in 1976.) FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH 1362 A.Y A.C. Corrected edition 1381 A.Y A.C.2 First Edition in English 1362 A.Y A.C. published by The Trustees of the Parsi Panchayat Funds and Properties, 209, Dr. Dadabhai Naoroji Road, Fort, Bombay Printed by: Jenaz Printers, Bombay. In 2011, in view of its popularity, and the fact that
the Parsees look upon Ervad Kanga s editions as the standard prayer-books in point of pronunciation, I undertook the task of preparing an ebook version of the classic, which could be viewed on smart phones and tablets. 41 Aeshā 42 asti 43 daēnayāo 44 māzdayasnōish 45 āstūistish. A few months later on another translation of the same was issued by
the late10 viii Khordeh Avesta Dustoor Edalji Dorabji Sanjana. p i.e. one who points out the path of virtue, the expounder of religious tenets.22 HORMAZD KHODAY 5 Hormazd Khoday q Hormazd 1 Khodāy 2 ahereman 3 awādashān 4 dūr avāz-dāshtār; 5 zad 6 shekasteh 7 bād, 8 ahereman, 9 devān 10 darujān, 11 jādūān 12 darvandān 13 kīkān 14
karafān 15 sāstārān, 16 gunehgārān 17 āshmoghān 18 darvandān 19 dushmanān 20 frīyān 21 zad 22 shekasteh 23 bād. Its significance is this that in the early morning while getting up from sleep one should acquire truth-righteousness, and holding fast to it should carry on his daily affairs and business. Yasht XXI, pp19 2 KHORDEH AVESTA
Ahunavar (Yathā Ahū Vairyō) d Yathā 1 Ahū 2 Vairyō 3 athā 4 ratush 5 ashāt 6 chīt 7 hachā 8, Vanghēush 9 dazdā 10 mananghō 11 shyaothananãm 12 anghēush 13 Mazdāi 14, Khshathremchā 15 Ahurāi 16 ā 17 yim 18 dregubyō 19 dadat 20 vāstārem 21. Kanga, and also to include the text in the Roman script, without any alteration. w The entire
passage except the words Jasa me avanghe Mazda is taken from Yasna Hā XII. The translation and notes throughout have been carefully revised in the light of further study and research. Yathā Ahū Vairyō 2, Ashem Vohū 1. A reference about this we find in Vispered Kardāh 13, first paragraph, thus: Ashem vīspem mānthrem yazamaide: Zarathushtrem
hadhamānthrem yazamaide, i.e. we worship the entire mānthra as holy; we worship Zarathushtra who is one with mānthras or the composer of the mānthras. 1 KHORDEH AVESTĀ comprising Ashem, Yatha, the five Nyāyeshes, the five Gāhs, Vispa Humata, Nām Setāyeshne, Patet Pashemānee, all the Nirangs, Bājs, and Namaskars, and sixteen Yashts
TRANSLITERATED AND TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH With Copious Explanatory Notes Prepared by Prof. 20 Āstuye 21 daēnām 22 vanghuhīm 23 māzdayasnīm 24 fraspāyaokhedhrām, 25 nidhāsnaithishem, 26 Khavaētvadathām 27 ashaonīm, 28 yā 29 hāitināmchā, 30 būshyeintināmchā 31 mazishtācha, 32 vahishtāchā, 33 sraēshtāchā, 34 yā 35
āhūirish 36 zarathushtrish. Some references written in Avesta itself about the amount of meritorious deeds acquired by that reciter of Ashem Vohu Prayer on various occasions sincerely and with proper understanding is found in the first fargard-chapter of the Hādhokht Nask. 32 O Lord Hormazd! 34 I am in renunciation 36 of, and desist from, all
sins: wicked thoughts 39 which in (this) world 43 I 42 have thought, 44 wicked words 46 which I have spoken, 48 wicked deeds 41 which I have committed, 46 (and) which have occurred through me 47 and which have originated by me 48 - (all these sins mentioned above) relating to thought, 50 relating to word, 51 and relating to deed, 56 pertaining
to (my own) body, 53 pertaining to (my own) q This prayer from its beginning to the words Pa sē gavashni pa patet hom is in Pazend language; the remaining final portion is in Avesta. i The Latin and English equivalent for Avesta word Vāstār is Pastor.20 NIRANG-I-GOMEZ MĀLIDAN 3 Hormazd 12 pirozgar 13 pāk; 14 ashaone Ashem Vohū 1. One of
the collections of these mānthras is known as Mānthra Spenta in Avesta which means the Holy, beneficent Word, and which is effective and full of glory. 8 ad Ahunem Vairīm 1 yazamaide, 2 ashem vahishtem 3 Sraēshtem 4 ameshem spentem 5 yazamaide, 6 yenghe 7 hātām 8 āat 9 yesne 10 paitī 11 vanghō, 12 Mazdāo Ahurō 13 vaēthā 14 ashāt 15
hachā 16 yāonghāmchā 17 tānschā 18 tāoschā 19 yazamaide. This task they then entrusted to another celebrated scholar of international repute, namely, the late Prof. It is similar to the Sanskrit mantra, and the Sanskrit translation is rendered as mānthravāni which is also significantly called ādesha : Divine Command. A. n i.e. this thought viz. In the
Haftan Yasht (small) para 12 there occurs a reference to Seven Ameshāspands. (2) Ten yashts, translated by Dustoor Eruchji Sorabji Meherji Rana and Ervad Muncherji Shapoorji Vachha. Golwalla, Chairman, Board of Trustees, Parsi Punchayet Funds and Properties, Bombay. He also gave footnotes, wherever necessary, in the light of modern
research based on philology. Kem-nā-Mazda j Kem 1 -nā 2 Mazdā, 3 mavaite 4 pāyum 5 dadāt, 6 hyat 7 mā 8 dregvāo 9 didareshatā 10 aenanghe 11 anyem 12 thwahmāt 13 āthraschā 14 mananghaschā, 15 yayāo 16 shyaothnāish 17 ashem 18 thraoshtā 19 Ahurā, 20 tām 21 mōi 22 dāstvām 23 daenayāi 24 frāvaochā 25. f Original meaning The Lord
who looks after religious affairs. aa The entire portion of Humatanām occurs in Yasna Hā 35 para 2. 20 Ashem Vohū 1. Cama s Prize Essay). Its meaning is I return having repented, keep myself away having regretted. In the present edition, two Yashts, viz., Tir and Gosh have been added to the ten given in the second edition; the number of Yashts in
this edition being thus twelve in all. Facts unknown before and excellences quite buried in obscurity have, by its aid, been brought to the surface; while some portion of the Zend Avesta, so ambiguous before, has been correctly interpreted and translated into Gujarati. m i.e. on whom Thou art friendly or kind. 50 j This entire hymn Kem-nā-Mazdā is
made up of four parts. Nevertheless there was a demand as usual for the present edition make by the co-religionists which proves still the high degree of their zeal and devotion for the recital of Avesta prayers in correct orthography and for understanding the sense thereof. Moreover it is surprising that the number of Ameshāspands mentioned in this
Nirang is thirty-three. Bombay, 15 th January, Dr. Aspi F. With a view, however, to place it within the reach of all classes of my coreligionists, no increase has been made in the price of the book, which, as in the case of the last two editions, has been fixed at Rs. 2-8 ans, per copy.9 PREFACE I beg to acknowledge the obligation I owe to the esteemed
Trustees of the Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy Translation Fund for their support by subscribing for sixty copies of this Work. BOMBAY, February, This, the fourth edition of my Khordeh Avesta has been enlarged by the addition of two new Yashts, viz. (who other than 12 Thee 13 shall grant protection) to the Fire 14 and the Mind 15 (i.e. household
happiness and the peace of mind)? Cama Athornan Institute, Andheri The last edition of this book was published in January Since then various small Avesta prayer-books were published by cheap-rate dealers. 37 Ahurāi Mazdāi 38 vīspā 39 vohu 40 chinahmi. The English edition of Ervad Kangaji s popular classic was first printed in Unfortunately, the
printed edition has since become very scarce. Explanation: Hormazd is the Creator of the entire world and is the ruler over it, there is none equal to Him. The terms of reference of this work entrusted to Prof. Moreover, at present, we have 101 names of the Creator Hormazd in Pazend language and these names are being remembered by the
yaozdāthregar priest whilst performing the Yasna ceremony. ab The entire portion of Hukhshathrōtemāi also occurs in Yasna Hā 35 para 5. This is the book of daily prayers of the Zoroastrians. Note: After having recited this Nirang three times one should recite Srosh Bāz, and whilst reciting five Ahunavar one should apply nirang or bull s urine at
every Ahunavar to the right and left hand, to the face, to the right and left leg respectively. Perhaps the motive of the composer of this Nirang is to regard thirty-three Ameshāspands as thirty-three angels. (After reciting the above prayer the person eats the meals, thanking the Almighty God for all good things and after washing hand and mouth, he
prays as follows):- Ashem Vohū 4. The words Jasa me avanghe Mazda occur in Hormazd Yasht, para 27.24 JASA ME AVANGHE MAZDA 7 I acknowledge 41 all 39 good 40 (things) (which are) from Hormazd. These word are of Pazend language. Among other Avesta words for prayer, the Mānthra therefore, occupies a very important position, According
to the Yasna Chapter 29.7 (Gatha Ahunavaiti), mānthra is the Holy Word of Divine Origin, and the Holy Word of Ahura Mazda. Besides this, many other excellent features of this pure religion we find in Vendidad, Yazishna and Vispered as well. He who gives help unto the poor virtuous brothers, regards, as it were, Hormazd as the Lord of the entire
world. ab Hukhshathrōtemāi 1 bāt 2 khshathrem, 3 ahmat 4 hyat 5 aibīdademahīchā, 6 chishmahichā, 7 hvānmahichā 8 hyat 9 mazdāi 10 ahurāi, 11 ashāichā 12 Vahishtāi 13 (to be recited three times). Kanga. BOMBAY, April (This preface was written by late Ervad K.E. Kanga for the first Edition Published in Gujarati.) ix12 Contents FOREWORD...i
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memory of the souls of the departed ones The famous kardāh of yātu zī Zarathushtra of the Haftan Yasht...34615 Ervad KAVASJI EDULJI KANGA Translator of the Vendidad, the Yasna, and the Vispered, the Yashts and the Gathas; Author of A Practical Avesta Grammar and of A Complete Dictionary of the Avesta Language (both Avesta into English
and English into Avesta). Moreover, in the very same Hā it is further stated that he who recites the Ahunavar Prayer in the proper metre with full comprehension and intoned without interruption and without omission attains to such meritorious deeds equivalent to hundred other holy chants. This work is known as the Khordeh Avesta-Bā-Māyeni:
Khordeh Avesta with meanings. At the same time, any person would like to learn about the general meanings of the prayers which he/she recites. In recent times, however, it has been noticed that a fairly large number of Zoroastrians have been migrating to the Western countries, and hence have difficulty in following the Gujarati language. Thanks,
however, to the rapid, but immensely satisfactory, progress made in comparative philology during the last half century by the indefatigable savants of Europe, considerable light has been thrown, not only on the ancient Zoroastrian religion, but on the interpretation of many a difficult passage in the Zend Avesta. Translation: Just as 1 a e King 2 acts
according to his will 3, so 4 does the f Dasturān Dastur 5 by means 8 of righteousness 6 g etc. (4) Pazend passages are, as far as practicable, compared with their corresponding Zend passages. 31 Nemaschā 32 yā 33 Ārmaitish 34 izhāchā. For instance, the Atash Nyāyesh is taken from Yasna Chapter 62, and the Āvān Ardvisur Nyāyesh is taken from
Yasna Chapter 65, and so on. The Khordeh Avesta is a collection of prayers selected from other major works of extant Avesta literature such as Yasna, Vispered, Vendidad, and the Yasht Literature. Kanga were to carry out a faithful word-by-word translation into English language from the original Gujarati of Ervad K. 70 Ashem Vohū 1. i4 FOREWORD
TO 2013 CORRECTED EDITION. s The meaning of avādashān can be wicked ruler. I praise 12 the true-conceived 13 thought, 14 I praise 15 the true-spoken 16 word, 17 I praise 18 the well-done 19 deed. Ervad Maneck Furdoonji Kanga, who was incidentally a relative of the late Ervad Kavasji Kanga. These are some of the foundational beliefs of the
Zoroastrian religion. 3 Yathā Ahū Vairyō 1. The whole of the translation is based on Professor Westergaard s excellent Zend text. 30 Do Thou reveal 39 clearly 34 unto me 35 a wise 36 leader 37n for both the worlds 37o (O Hormazd). (9) References to parallel Zend passages, as in the case of the translation of Patet Pashemani which is wholly in
Pazend, are given with their meanings and explanations; and in several places, where it was found necessary, additional information from Pahlavi commentators is given in footnotes. He brought out a translation of the Khordeh Avesta in Gujarati in a scholarly and systematic manner, transliterating and translating each paragraph simultaneously, and
giving a number to each word for the benefit of the readers following the translation with accuracy. e Original meaning The Lord who looks after worldly affairs. 3 (from here) Perish thou, 8 O devilish Druj, 9 perish thou, 10 O devil s spawn; 11 perish thou, 12 O (evil) sown by the daevas, 13 perish thou, 14 O follower of devil s law; 15 perish 16 O Druj,
17 disappear 19 utterly, 21 vanish 26 and entirely perish, 24 in the North, 25 O Druj. 5 Happiness 7 (is) to him 8 who 9 (is) righteous 12 for the sake of the best 11 righteousness. t Kīks i.e. those who have eyes but would not see; karaps i.e. those who have ears but would not hear; its significance is, that they are neither paying attention to nor
acknowledging the doctrines of the holy Zoroastrian Religion. r There is a custom amongst some of our Zoroastrians to utter awākhsh Pashemān whilst showing contempt of certain matter or whilst manifesting a thought of such significance as, may God keep one away from such immoral actions, or whilst repenting and atoning for any unworthy and
wicked deeds which have been committed. PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION. 20 hazār bār is not written for recital; but in it is mentioned to recite only one Yathā ahū Vairyō instead, whilst passing urine or answering the call of nature. 64 Haithyā varshtām 65 hyat 66 vasnā 67 ferashōtemem; 68 staomi 69 Ashem. The gift 10 of Vohu-manah 9-11
(i.e. Good mind) is for those working 12 for Hormazd 14 of this world; 13 he who 18 h constitutes himself 20 to the protector 21 (or the nourisher) 21 i of the poor 19 (accepts) the sovereign rule 15 (of the entire world) (as it were) of Hormazd 16. May Ahriman and all his daevas, drujas, sorcerers, tyrants, etc., be shattered, smitten and defeated! O
Holy Protector! For whatever sins have been committed by me. Yathā Ahū Vairyō 2. In such a meaning this word occurs in Vendidad Fargard V as regards the treatment of a woman who has been delivered of a still-born child. For those who are interested, a list of the corrections can be found at JHP, avesta.org March 7, 2013 ii5 Preface to the English
Edition of the Khordeh Avesta-Bā-Māyeni The oldest Zoroastrian religious scripture, as preserved at present, is known as the Avesta. 60 (May there be) propitiation 61 of Ahura Mazda! 62 (May there be) contempt of v Angra Mainyu 64 the Evil Spirit! Whatever is the wish 67 of the doers of righteous deeds, is superior 68 (to all other wishes).
Khorshed and Māh and the Avesta and Pazend chapter (Kardēh), recited in memory of departed relatives, has been inserted with its translation. kīks and karaps: Kīks i.e. those who have eyes but would not see; karaps i.e. those who have ears but would not hear; its significance is, that they are neither paying attention to nor acknowledging the
doctrines of the holy Zoroastrian Religion. 20 I praise 21 the excellent 23 religion 22 of Mazda-worship, 24 (which is) quarrel-removing, 25 weapon-lowering, 26 self-dedicating 27 (and) holy, 28 which 29 of those that are 30 and of those shall be 31 (hereafter) (is) the greatest, 32 and the best 33 and the most excellent, 34 which 35 is the religion of
Ahura 36 revealed-by- Zarathushtra. BOMBAY, March, The rapid sale, in the short space of two years and a half of the secoud edition revised and enlarged of this Work affords evidence at once satisfactory and gratifying of the utility and appreciation of the book, and of the growing taste for a correct and intelligent reciting of prayers among the Parsi
community. 28 Homage 32 (be) unto right thought 34 and prosperity! 35 k For Hormazd the expression Ahura Mazda is generally found in the Avesta, but in some places, especially in the Gāthas the words Ahura or Mazda only for Hormazd is noticed. * * * Passages of Avesta and Pazend, which were omitted in the first edition, after they had been
once cited, have been repeated in the present issue, on every occasion on which they recur. See also preface.
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